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ABSTRACT
The visual and the auditory field of perception react on different
input signals from our environment. Thus, interacting with worlds
solely trough sound is a very challenging task. This paper discusses methods and techniques for sonification and interaction in
virtual auditory worlds. In particular, we describe auditory elements such as speech, sound and music and explain their application in diverse auditory situations, as well as interaction techniques
for assisted sonification. The work is motivated by the development of a framework for the interactive exploration of auditory environments. The main focus for the design of this framework is the
use in narrative environments for auditory games, communication
purposes or general purpose auditory user interfaces.
1. INTRODUCTION
Vision is regarded as the most important of our senses from which
we derive our environmental information, whereas audio plays
a significant but often overlooked role in extending the horizon
which is set by our visual system. With our vision apparatus, we
are able to clearly identify the environment in front of us within the
given viewing angle. However, as we can not see through (most)
objects, we can only determine objects in our current field of view.
Items that are hidden remain hidden. The advantage of the auditory
field of view is that it enables us to additionally perceive sounds
from behind and also from visually hidden objects. In combination with visual information, it draws a complete picture of our
local environment, thus enabling us to proper interact with it [14].
In this paper we describe methods and techniques for sonification and interaction in virtual auditory worlds that provide the listener with enough information for clear interaction and navigation.
The motivation behind this work is to create a complete catalogue
of sonification and interaction techniques available for the exploration of virtual auditory spaces. The later discussed methods are
the basis of a framework which will be used to evaluate the here
discussed techniques and will serve as platform for experimenting
with different setups for auditory user interfaces.
Audio in most applications is always used in combination with
visual information, eg. movies, computer games or VR displays.
Lately several applications have been developed which only utilize audio to convey information in so called auditory displays
[8],[18] in which some utilize head-tracking functionality for easier interaction [12]. These displays communicate information only
through auditory channels by using positional audio sources and
by adding environmental reverberation information to these audio signals [10]. Several applications using auditory displays have

been developed and evaluated, including audio only games [2] [6],
auditory VR displays [8] and audio books [1]. So far, the largest
field of application for auditory displays are assistive technologies
for the blind and visually impaired [9], [26].
In the last decades important research has been accomplished
in the field of audio based displays. Algorithms have been developed for the correct rendering of spatially localized sounds [15],
[16], as well as for environmental audio simulations [11]. Auditory research has not focused on the technical side alone, the
perception of spatialized and environmental sounds [22] or the design of sound sources and earcons are of equal importance [29].
Auditory displays are of major interest for assistive technologies,
by guiding visually impaired people [13] or to assist fireman in
smoked buildings [28]. Similar to the field of scientific visualization, sonification techniques have been employed to sequential
data sets [25], [30] for analysis and exploration.
Several publications have studied sonification and interaction
methods for auditory environments [7], but often focused on assistive technology rather exploring techniques for narrative environments or general interaction with virtual auditory spaces. Diverse approaches exist for sonification techniques in general auditory user interfaces [24], [19]. Wearable computer devices for
augmented auditory reality were developed by Roy [23] and Sundareswaran [28] with the main focus on assisting in navigation and
pathfinding in real environments.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next Section we
describe auditory elements and the applicability for their usage
in diverse auditory applications. Section three explains methods
to convey non-auditory information within auditory channels and
describes techniques for natural interaction within auditory environments. In the following, Section four presents the design of a
framework, which is based on the methods discussed in the previous sections and implements the theory for evaluation. Finally
Section five summarizes the work and states possibilities for future
extensions.
2. AUDITORY ELEMENTS
In virtual worlds only a few specialized operations exist that can be
performed without auditory or visual information present. Some
of these audio only applications include audio books [1], audio
games [2], sonification techniques for of scientific data sets [25]
and assistive auditory displays for the navigation of visually impaired people [13], [9]. The task of these applications is different,
and the usage of auditory elements to convey information to the
listener is varying.
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A close look at the foundation of audio reveals three auditory
elements, of which every auditory composition in our environment
is composed off:
• Speech,
• Music, and
• Natural or artificial sounds.
The auditory spectrum is composed of signals, which itself
are constructed by these three elements. Speech is an oral transmission of information by using words as an abstract representation and mainly used for communication. Music is the concatenation of tones, resulting in harmonic compositions and often evolves
emotions. Music is generally used on top of speech and sound to
accompany the presented information. The largest group is build
by natural and artificial sounds, which describe audio signals that
depict a physical object or process, eg. starting a cars engine or
the sound of leaves in a tree. To anticipate sonification, each of
these elements is assigned a piece of information to be conveyed.
Depending on the role of the information, sounds occurring in a
scene are grouped as main sounds, supporting sounds and ambient
information.
Each of these auditory elements is suited best to express a certain piece of information. In general, speech is mainly used to
transmit knowledge, news or advice, like the oral description of
a scene. Many applications use speech as narrative element, but
the main purpose of speech is the communication between two or
more characters. Music is often used to enrich the sound field and
offers a deeper immersion into the activity. Music is especially
very well suited to influence the listener and to change his mood.
Faster music leads to a more aggressive behaviour, like in racing
games, as slow music is often used to chill. The pitch of music
can be used to describe either a dangerous place, dull music, or a
peaceful scene using light music. Sounds have the largest variety
of the three elements, ranging from describing sounds, which provide information about the local environment, to artificial sounds,
which can be employed in virtual environments as agreed signals
to identify objects, see also Section 3.1. Complex sounds, like the
interaction between objects and the resultant difference in sound,
are described through auditory textures which specify the sound
pool available for these objects.
As discussed earlier, several applications have been developed
that utilize audio signals as the main transmitter for information.
The interactivity in these applications ranges from passive listening (audio books) to highly interactive programs (computer games).
Most of them use all three basic auditory elements to commute information to the listener. In the following, a short survey of how
the auditory elements are used by these applications is provided.
Several auditory assistive devices have been developed to aid
in navigation and orientation for the blind or visually impaired.
Many of these auditory displays use speech or guiding tones [9].
The latest development are assistive devices that use both positional sound and sonification to augment the auditory environment
[13]. The interaction with these devices often employs GPS for location determination and head-tracking for view specification [26].
Depending on these input information the location is looked up in a
digital map and described acoustically through sound and speech.
The drawback to most of these systems is that they can not react
on current changes, like construction work.
Scientific sonification is the analysis and exploration of abstract data through non-speech sound. The sonification of sequential or time-varying data is often faster than the graphical visual-

ization and allows an easier perception. Examples for sonification
are applications in seismic studies [25] or the Geiger-Müller radiation counter. Sonification employs only sounds and tones. Using
the segregatable attributes of sound, like pitch, timbre, loudness,
spatial location and the organization over time, many data sets can
be monitored acoustically.
Audio books are auditory presented books where the story is
told by a narrator. The audio field is enriched by sounds describing
the currently depicted scene. An audio book can be interpreted as
an auditory scene, where the listener is the passive observer that
is guided through the story by the narrator. The majority of information is presented orally through speech. Here speech is used for
the narrator as well as for the communication between the different
characters occurring in the books story. The narrator provides the
listener with an initial setup of the scene and during the advance of
the story with updates on important changes. Music and describing sounds can be used to enrich the scene and to allow a better
immersion into the story. Here, music is responsible for the atmosphere and to influence the listeners feelings. Sounds from objects
within the scene allow for a better interpretation of the environment and to observe activities that are currently not in the listeners
focus. Audio books are commonly presented in stereo sound. No
spatial information of the auditory scene is involved and generally
no interaction is possible.
Some audio only games have been developed in the recent
years [5], several of them as hybrid applications which on request
allow a visual display of the scene [6]. The variety of genres ranges
from action games, like car racing [4], to interactive stories [5].
The interaction with most of these games is similar to other computer applications, by simply using a keyboard. For sonification,
sounds are employed that provide the player with additional information about the surroundings. In interactive stories speech is
used as narrative element and to describe the local environment.
Other games use speech to warn of obstacles or to provide information for possible interactions with objects. Music is used rarely
to not clutter the auditory display with too much information. Audio games employ both, positional audio and environmental sound
sources.
In conclusion, nearly each application employs the auditory
elements in a different manner. Few of them use all auditory elements, some only one or two, depending on the applications task.
In scientific sonification it is the analysis and the exploration of the
data, for audio books the story and for audio games the game status
and current perspectives. The main difficulty is the correct conveyance of the underlying information. The next two sections focus on exact these problems with summarizing methods and ideas
for sonification and interaction in virtual auditory worlds.
3. SONIFICATION AND INTERACTION
The most crucial part in audio only applications is the correct
transmission of non-auditory information through auditory channels. It is nearly impossible to describe an image using non-speech
sound or to visualize an opera or a song using a picture or an animation. As a result of this, speech has emerged. The ancient
saying A Picture is worth a thousand words. emphasizes this difficult approach even by using an verbal description. In either ways,
several examples exist, some of them with pretty good results. One
of the earliest examples is the classical masterpiece of “Peter and
the Wolf” by Prokofjew [20] which tells a story in which each
character is assigned an instrument. The interaction between them
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creates wonderful music. Another example is “Pictures at an Exhibition” from Mussorgski and Ravel [17], [21] and later an electronic version from Tomita [27]. Both describe the experiences
and the relations of the composer to the paintings of the Russian
artist Viktor Hartmann.
The next two sections investigate methods to convey non-auditory information by only using auditory channels and how to properly interact with virtual auditory environments. The focus is on
the process of hearing and hearing behaviours and how they can
be used for natural and easy interaction. Both sections are centred
around sonification and interaction with virtual auditory worlds.
Some of these techniques have been described before, but the focus here is on how these techniques can be employed for narrative
games taking place in 3D auditory environments.

(a) City level.

3.1. Sonification
Sonification is defined as the mapping of abstract data to nonspeech sound and used to transmit arbitrary information through
auditory channels. We constantly perceive from our environment
information through our sensory apparatus, mostly vision and sound,
which is analyzed and interpreted. As we receive large amounts of
data, some is filtered out at early stages and not actively perceived.
Strong correlated to sonification is interaction. For every interaction with the environment there is a reaction in sonification which
provides the listener (interactor) with feedback information, see
also Section 3.2.
With the focus on sonification of auditory worlds, several information groups can be identified. These groups can be summarized by the following questions:

(b) Room level.

Figure 1: Auditory Landmarks.

• Where is something?
• What is this?
• What can I do with it?
The fist question deals with environmental information that
allows for orientation and navigation within the world. The second question characterizes the information which is necessary to
identify and analyze objects, while the last question states possible
interactions with interactable objects.
Important here is the first group from which we receive information about the topology of the environment. Visually, this is
done by the viewing system that determines shape, size, texture
and the location of objects. These properties additionally often allow to conclude about the objects function. For auditory spaces,
this perception is a bit more complicated. Although, we are able
to hear spatialized sound and can compare the distances between
several sound signals, these audio signals have to be sequential and
can only be perceived over time. Important for a sound sonification is that the listener never reaches a silent spot, which means
no information, nor that too many audio signals clutter the display
and complicate further perception.
For navigation and orientation within an auditory world, several methods can be employed. Navigation strongly depends on
the interaction with the environment, see also Section 3.2. To
determine the own position one must be able to identify the local environment. This can be done by using auditory landmarks.
Auditory landmarks are distinct prominent sound sources, spread
over the environment which assist the user in orientation. Figure
1 shows a graphical illustration of auditory landmarks in two different scales: on environmental (city) and room level. For local

orientation, the sounds emitted by objects in a close vicinity (red)
help to identify the environment and allow for navigation.
All objects in an auditory environment must emit audio signals, otherwise there are inaudible and not perceivable. Thus, every object in the environment is interactable. Depending on the
type of interaction, interactable objects can be grouped like:
• Obstacles,
• Portals, and
• Interactables.
The first group is defined by objects that actively shape the
environment and which are basically not interactable, except that
they are barriers which can interfere in the free exploration of the
environment. The only interaction possible is collision and obstruction. Object bound sounds can be employed to sense the obstructions which increase in volume when the barrier gets closer.
The second group also specifies parts of the environment as these
classifies objects we can actively interact with to change our position in the environment, like doors, escalators, stairs or teleporters.
This includes the ground floor, whose auditory texture provides
information about the underground material. The interaction with
some of these objects might be obvious, but in an audio only environment, one must perceive information that the elevation changes
(climbing stairs) or that one passed trough a door into a new room.
Here transitional sounds can be used which announce the transit
through a portal. For stairs, escalators or elevators it is helpful to
verbally notify when a new level is reached.
The third group is represented by objects that really are interactable. These are usually smaller objects, like buttons, a radio or a
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telephone. While we are familiar with most of these objects functionality, for some objects this has to be explained, either verbally
or through describing sounds. For an example, the functionality
that a button can be pressed on a radio is sonified by a clicking
sound, which can be enhanced by a verbal description. For most
objects, if the functionality is known, the possible interactions become clear. More difficult is the interaction with objects unfamiliar to the listener. Here, on a first encounter most efficient is
a verbal description of the object itself and its functionality and
the introduction of describing sounds for later recognition. After
one successful interaction, the verbal description does not has to
be used again, but can be evoked manually. When interacting with
objects, its is very important to receive feedback information about
the success of the current operation. This is done by changing the
describing sound for this object, or by changing the environmental information, for instance, when the interaction was to ignite
an engine. Focusing on a specific object for either interaction or
exploration means to highlight this object. This can be done by
suppressing all environmental sounds, except for this object and
enabling additional audio cues, like oral descriptions or describing
sounds.

Figure 2: The three groups of interaction
A descriptive illustration for the different interaction groups
can be seen in Figure 2, where the wall and the handrail define
obstacles (green), the door and the stairs portals (blue) and finally
the paper and the telephone on the table are interactables (red).
Difficult in auditory environments is to sonify the change in
light intensity. As we perceive only auditory information, it actually does not matter if the scene is lit at all or completely dark. But
incorporating lighting conditions is a strong dramaturgical element
and can be employed in auditory environments as well. In movies
or radio plays, when the hero reaches a dangerous place, dark and
dull music is played to enhance the feeling of danger and mystery.
Opposite, to sonify a bright and safe environment, very light and
crystal music is utilized. Additionally, all sounds from the environment, this excludes the narrator, can be changed in pitch to reflect
this manner.
Global changes within the environment, changes in time or
changes in the story, should be announced by the narrator. Communication with other characters, real or artificial, are done by
simply talking via a microphone. Each character is assigned a personal sound ID that is used for communication requests.
In summary, the sonification of auditory environments implies
several different problems. With the shown techniques, all necessary tasks to gain information from a virtual environment can
be accomplished. Methods for navigation, object exploration and

interaction have been discussed. Sonification strongly dependents
on interaction, and vice versa. Therefore, these techniques shall be
discussed next.
3.2. Interaction
To effectively convey information to the listener, the hearing behaviour has to be incorporated into the sonification process. Naturally, humans slightly tilt their head to determine the location of
a sound source in ambiguous cases or when listening very precisely. Technically, this behaviour results in a different input angle
for the signal and helps to accurately locate the sound source and
additionally to listen more focused. When interacting in virtual
auditory environments, special care has to be taken for the sound
localization process as this is mandatory to determine the own position within the environment. Additionally, spatialized sound can
assist in the process of discrimination between several audio signals if they originate from different locations. However, if too
many sound sources are presented at the same time, the auditory
display can easily get cluttered. In this section we discuss techniques that should be used for proper interaction within auditory
spaces and which support the sonification process, see also Section
3.1.
As with sonification, also interaction can be split down to navigation, interaction with objects and communication with other
characters. For the navigational part, the user must be able to control his position and, with the help of the sonification techniques
discussed above, receive immediate feedback which enable him to
evaluate wether the last move went into the right direction or not.
To move around, either a keyboard or a joystick are most common.
The point and click technique known from several games can be
employed as well, but is more complicated to use, as the player has
to concentrate on the environment as well as on the auditory cursor
to place the character for the next move. A joystick in combination with force feedback could enable haptic input and provide the
player with additional information and guidance. When further
proceeding in a certain direction is not possible, force feedback
can tell the user by denying this action. Without haptic feedback,
this can be implemented using sonification techniques where the
player receives acoustical feedback about obstacles, see Section
3.1. Secondary, a specially designed joystick is more suitable for
mobile interaction, providing easier navigation, whereas the input
using a keyboard is more restricted.

(a) Overlook.

(b) Listeners view.

Figure 3: Auditory Cursor.
The methods for interacting with objects depend on which interactions are possible. A special class are the techniques to interact with the environment to receive information about the local
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surroundings. With careful listening and by using trackable headphones one is able to precisely determine the position a sound signal originates. If the user turns the head, the scene rotates in the
opposite direction. This head-tracking [12] provides an immediate response from the system on the changed input conditions and
offers a deeper immersion into the auditory space. Sometimes,
the information provided by this technique is not enough and the
object type (sound source) or object interaction is unclear. Here,
further interaction with the scene can be made possible by using
either an auditory cursor or a flashlight like radar device.
In contrast to a regular computer cursor, the auditory cursor
is able to work within a complete 3D environment. The basis is
a spherical coordinate system which also specifies the grid (Fig.
3). As real 3D interaction is possible, the grid can be thought
of several spherical shells layered into one another. The auditory
cursor is a special sound object which can be placed on this grid
and move along the grid intersections (red dot in Fig. 3). The
location on the sphere is clearly audible using positional sound
techniques. The depth is encoded using the pitch and the loudness
of the sound signal. A more dull sound is farther away than a
clear sound. The cursor snaps to the grid and for more precise
placements, oral notifications of the coordinates can be invoked.
Figure 3(a) shows five spheres and the listeners head, where the
viewing direction is visualized through a red light. Figure 3(b)
shows the scene through the eyes of the listener.

originates from the characters location in the scene. The communication itself can be implemented straightforwardly, but care
has to be taken for the communication with artificial characters.
The speech has to be parsed, analyzed and a proper answer found
which itself is presented orally. Speech analysis is difficult and
restricted to a predefined catalogue of words. Similar applications
are the old day text adventures, where the communicative media
was text.
Besides sonification, interaction is one key element for a deep
immersion into the experienced environment. Several techniques
have been discussed in the last section, emphasizing on interaction techniques that aid in orientation and navigation and also for
close object operations. For the success of these methods, the most
important part is that these methods can be implemented with realtime feedback. If the latency is too large, the interaction and the
resultant sonification will be perceived disjunct.
4. DESIGNING A FRAMEWORK
Based on the discussion in the previous sections, this section layouts an initial design for a framework, which allows an intuitive
and easy interaction with narrative environments. The focus for
this framework is the later use in narrative environments for interactive adventures by utilizing only positional and environmental audio as information sources. The goal is further to design
this framework as open as possible to allow an easy adaptation to
other fields, and explore possible applications in tele-conferencing,
audio-action games, mobile auditory displays or general non-visual
user interfaces based on 3D audio. This section discusses work in
progress.

Figure 4: Radar Interactor
The radar device is another interaction technique which allows
for a precise scanning of the scene and high quality information.
The radar can be thought of as a flashlight, which is used to illuminate the scene. Everything that gets lit by the radar answers in
a predefined manner, by either a verbal description or an agreed
sound signal, see Figure for a descriptive illustration 4. Every response is amplified by the distance, so that closer objects appear
closer. The radar can also be employed as a sonar to assist in the
detection of certain items. The iterating signal changes in loudness and frequency if the object moves into focus and gets closer.
Using an interaction button on the radar, objects can be selected
for further investigation. The interaction with objects, like turning
on the radio, can be accomplished by using either the radar or the
joystick. The object in focus becomes highlighted through the previously discussed sonification techniques and can now be used for
interaction.
The interaction auditory displays are best suited for is communication. This (oral) information exchange is the fastest way to
interact with artificial avatars in a scene, or other characters in a
multi-player environment. As the avatars are objects from within
the environment, the communication is positional and the speech

Figure 5: Framework Layout
The motivation behind this work is to create an immersive
non-visual user interface which is able to interactively guide a user
through either entertaining auditory worlds or to use these interfaces for mobile applications where the desire for a free view is
mandatory. The design was mainly motivated by the actions the
listener should be able to accomplish. Most of these methods for
sonification and interaction discussed earlier are now being implemented and will be evaluated within this framework. Tabular 1
shows an overview of the desired actions and their appendant methods for efficient sonification and interaction.
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User Action
Determine Position
Navigation (without moving)
Navigation (with moving)
Object Analysis
Object Interaction
Character Interaction/Communication

Sonification
landmarking, object sounds, oral scene description
landmarking, object sounds
landmarking, object sounds
object sounds, oral object description
object sounds
object sounds

Interaction
head tracking
head tracking, radar
head tracking, joystick
radar
joystick, radar
microphone

Table 1: Overview of User Actions in an auditory environment

An overview of the frameworks architecture can be seen in
Figure 1. The layout was inspired by general game engine design
issues [31], [3]. The framework is build as a client-server architecture where both, client and server administrate a description of
the virtual world. The server manages all characters (clients) and
handles the communication between them. The clients are independent systems which can also work without the server. Every
client has a description of the world and renders the auditory scene
from its own perspective. Depending on the audio hardware available, the audio rendering uses currently OpenAL, and will later be
extended to DirectSound3D and the commercial library available
from AM3D. The implementation itself is entirely in C++ and for
the world description XML is employed. The auditory environment of the virtual world is authored using a visual control renderer. As for audio rendering limitations, the current implementation platform is Windows, but a cross-platform implementation is
targeted.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

both, a visual and an auditory-only interface to design such worlds.
Auditory Textures are used to model the complete behaviour of
surfaces under different conditions, like a dry, rainy or wet street
surface. Additionally, for the auditory modelling, a spherical grid
is used along with an auditory cursor and the previously discussed
sonification techniques to be able to model and create the auditory
environment completely non-visual through audio only.
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